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Rationale  
In line with The Scottish Attainment Challenge (2015), formative assessment is fundamental 
in supporting equity in education, providing young people with opportunities to achieve and 
attain. Essential to this is the concept that what happens within the classroom, in the ‘here and 
now’, is where key learning occurs (Black and Williams, 1998). In this regard, formative 
assessment can prove key in gaining the attention of the pupil, engaging them in their 
strengths and opportunities whilst they are immersed in the learning. Teachers continually 
assess on a daily as well as lesson-by-lesson basis, through observations of pupil engagement, 
discussion and jotter work and these are all significant opportunities for formative feedback 
to take place.  

 “High quality interactions between learners and staff lie at the heart of assessment as part of 
learning,” (Scottish Executive, 2008). Pupils learn best when they are actively engaged in 
feedback and are considered in constructing targets for improvement. In considering this, my 
group and I thought it would be beneficial to observe the use of immediate verbal feedback in 
the classroom whilst making ongoing observations of the implications that it had on future 
pupil work. We were all in agreement that verbal and written feedback were essential and 
beneficial, however were interested to ascertain an understanding of the difference, if any, in 
pupils’ application of constructive feedback when given in a verbal format against written 
feedback. 

Coinciding with our interest in the impact on pupil learning, was the notion that assessment, 
in the broad sense, can have an undesired impact on pupil motivation. “…assessment 
feedback teaches low-achieving pupils that they lack "ability," causing them to come to 
believe that they are not able to learn,” (Black and William, 1998:4). We were keen to 
identify if the use of immediate verbal feedback would have any effect on pupil engagement 
and motivation. The thought process behind this was that giving immediate feedback could 
allow pupils’ the opportunity to make any changes outlined to support the achievement of the 
lesson success criteria prior to ‘submitting’ their work. Likewise, we thought that an 
additional focus on providing immediate feedback would assist in overall pupil 
understanding. 

Aims  
The aim of this enquiry was to identify if providing immediate verbal feedback highlighted 
any indication that pupils understood and applied the feedback more than when written 
feedback was provided subsequent to the learning activity.  
 
Methodology  
This enquiry project was implemented over a four-week period and observations were made 
during literacy lessons. Twenty-seven pupils from a primary 3 class were involved in the 
enquiry however, for the benefit of data analysis, a focus group of 6 children was created; 
two children were selected at random from each of the three literacy ability groups. During 
weeks 1 and 2, written feedback was used in pupil jotters and pupils were encouraged to 



	

review previous feedback at the beginning of the next lesson. Weeks 3 and 4 were focussed 
on providing immediate verbal feedback to pupils whilst they were engaged in the lesson. 
During the verbal feedback process, feedback was annotated in pupil jotters using a simple 
illustration guide. (See figure 1) 
 

 
Figure 1 

This guide was initiated to hold both teacher and pupil responsible; it provided a record of 
feedback given verbally for the teacher to reflect upon when considering pupil 
achievement/progression on a long-term basis and also acted as a visual aid for pupils to refer 
to for their own target-setting. 
 
There were three different forms of data collected during this enquiry; questionnaires, jotter 
evidence and teacher/pupil dialogue. 
 
Questionnaires 
Prior to the start of the enquiry, every pupil competed a questionnaire which asked pupils to 
‘comment’ on three statements regarding written feedback. (See Figure 2.1) Given the age 
and stage of the pupils, these comprised of closed answers, requiring the pupils to put a tick 
against their answer of ‘always,’ ‘sometimes’ or ‘never.’ A similar questionnaire was 
distributed to pupils at the beginning of week three, the only difference being that the 
statements referred to verbal feedback instead of written. (See figure 2.2) 
These questionnaires were completed by children again at the end of the fourth week, when 
the enquiry was completed, to allow any change in pupil opinion to be identified. 
 

   
                                Figure 2.1                                                            Figure 2.2 
 
Jotter Evidence 
Throughout this process, jotter work was monitored to assess the application, if any, of 
feedback given to pupils. Written feedback was visible, and this was then used against future 



	

pieces of literacy work to ascertain if the pupils had used the feedback as an improvement 
tool. Written feedback also incorporated the school wide marking policy of ‘Green- Good to 
be Seen. Pink- Stop and Think.’ (See figure 3.1) N.B Annotated verbal feedback was always 
initialled by pupil and teacher however pupil initials have been blanked out in the below 
sample in the interest of anonymity. The annotated verbal feedback made this analysis 
process possible during weeks three and four also. (See figure 3.2) 
 

 
Figure 3.1 

 
Figure 3.2 

 
Teacher/Pupil Dialogue 
Dialogue between teacher and pupil was annotated during the enquiry to give an insight into 
pupil understanding and reasoning. Given that part of the enquiry was related to pupil 
understanding, pupil voice was imperative to drawing together the findings. Children should 
be given the opportunity to engage in discussion about their development and progression 
throughout their education (UNICEF, 2015). 
  
Findings  
Upon analysis of the data collected, several findings were identified.  
 
Questionnaires 
Data from questionnaires were analysed and comparisons were drawn between the responses 
from before the enquiry and then again after the enquiry was carried out. One of the main 
points that was quickly identified from the responses was the lack of consistency of answers 



	

from some pupils. For example, 4 pupils who claimed that they never read written feedback 
also stated that they use it to improve their work, something which would be difficult without 
reading the feedback initially. This could be a result of the age and stage of maturity of the 
pupils and them not fully engaging with the context of the questions. This therefore created 
uncertainty regarding the validity of the questionnaires. There was, however, an increase in 
the number of pupils who responded ‘always’ to reading written feedback and thinking that it 
was helpful.  

 
Figure 4.1 

Figure 4.2 

The responses from the verbal feedback questionnaires showed a little more coherence. (See 
figures 4.3 and 4.4) The number of children who responded ‘always’ in each of the questions 
increased from before and after the enquiry. One pupil changed from ‘sometimes’ 
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understanding verbal feedback to ‘never’ understanding it. After discussion with this pupil, it 
came to light that they had not understood the question. Overall, the questionnaires did not 
provide a concrete impression of any resounding impact of the enquiry. 
 

Figure 4.3 

Figure 4.4 

Jotter Evidence 
Through analysis of the jotters of the study group, there were lots of variable data. In some 
jotters there was evidence of pupil progression as a result of verbal feedback from one 
activity to the next, but this was not always consistent in all subsequent lessons. In some 
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cases, there was no progression to suggest that the pupils had gained more understanding 
from either of the feedback methods.  
 
Teacher/Pupil Dialogue 
Through teacher/pupil dialogue, there was significant indication that pupils appreciated the 
process of verbal feedback, a suggestion implied in the work of Hattie and Timperley, (2007). 
Pupils responded that they enjoyed the opportunity to have individual time to talk about their 
work with their teacher and said they had a clearer understanding of their personal next steps. 
From teacher observations, some pupils appeared to be more engaged, with a more positive 
attitude to their learning during some of the lessons within week 3 and 4.  
 
Conclusions  
In conclusion, this enquiry has been somewhat inconclusive. The data collected was not 
always reliable and there was not a single stream of evidence to reach a shared outcome. As 
anticipated, there was a variety of pupil progression across the sample of jotters rom the study 
group. Within any group of children, it is unlikely that a ‘one size fits all’ approach can be 
taken, and these findings were parallel with this notion. There was however a clear theme of 
pupil appreciation of verbal feedback, which was something that could be supportive in 
providing feedback moving forward. 
 
Implications for Future Practice  
For any practitioner who values pupil voice, this ‘outcome’ is a welcome one.  Moving 
forward, more focus will be placed on providing immediate feedback, directly to pupils, with 
the understanding that it is appreciated by pupils and has been shown to have an impact on 
pupil engagement and motivation, thus nurturing the concept of incremental theory, where 
pupils are motivated and inspired by the opportunity to develop their work to a successful 
outcome. 
Bing involved in this process has provided me with more drive to continue trialling effective 
strategies of feedback within my class. Some pupils were more motivated as a result of verbal 
feedback, and as the practitioner, I feel motivated to continue this research as a result of 
immersing myself in it already, a concept identified by Baumfield et al. (2008); carrying out 
enquiry ignites a desire to continue enquiring for an improved outcome. 
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